
Writing an Introduction 
How can I introduce my topic?

What is an introduction?
An introduction is the opening of an essay; it includes the 
following three things:

● A hook- an attention grabber (use an open-ended 
question, figurative language, a statistic, or vividly 
describing a scene)

● A transition statement- a statement that links the 
subject or topic of your hook to the reasons in your 
thesis statement

● A thesis statement- a statement that tells the 
reader/audience what the essay is all about



Let’s Practice!
The formula for a thesis statement is as follows:

[something] [does something] because [reason 1], [reason 2], and [reason 3].

The thesis statement formula may vary depending on exactly what you’re being asked.

Let’s analyze a prompt to develop a thesis statement; what does this look like?

PROMPT: Explain how to make a peanut butter sandwich.

[something] [does something] because   [reason 1], [reason 2], [reason 3].
   Central idea of prompt                What about this idea?              conjunction/transition          point #1 point #2               point #3

word

[Peanut butter sandwiches] [are made] by [gathering all materials], [spreading the 

peanut butter and jelly], and [putting it all together].

           [something]    [does 
    something] [reason 1]  [reason 2]

[re
ason 3]

Let’s Practice!
The formula for a thesis statement is as follows:

[something] [does something] because [reason 1], [reason 2], and [reason 3].

DIRECTIONS: Create a thesis statement for the following prompts:
1. Explain why it is important to have a good friend.

2. List the seasons of the year, and explain how they change throughout the year.

3. Explain how to make a peanut butter sandwich.



Let’s Practice!
To create a hook, use one of the reasons from your thesis statement; use that reason to 
create a hook using one of the following:

● an open-ended question (NOT a “yes” or “no” question)
● figurative language (similes, metaphors, idioms, onomatopoeia, etc.) 
● a statistic- (percentages, numbers, etc.)
● vividly describing a scene- (vivid descriptions of exactly what you’re seeing 

as you write)

Example: 

Imagine waking up on a warm sandy beach with a cool, salty breeze whispering 
through your hair as you prop up your feet, take in a deep breath of salty air, and listen 
to the waves crash softly on the shore.

Vivid description 

Let’s Practice!
Example: 

Students make difficult choices each day at school; how would you feel if another 
student came up to you looking for help with nowhere else to turn?  What decision 
would you make?

Example: 

BAM!  The thunder cracked immediately after the lightning flashed, the wind 
howled, and the rain pounded its fists against the old tin roof.

Example:

In 1999, P. C. McDonald completed a longitudinal research study and found that an 
overwhelming 50% of Americans are able to take on a foreign language and speak 
it fluently with no hint of an accent.

Open-ended question

Figurative Language

Statistic



Let’s Practice!

For each prompt below, create a hook using one of the given methods from the 
previous slide.  

1. Explain why it is important to have a good friend.

2. List the seasons of the year, and explain how they change throughout the year.

3. Explain how to make a peanut butter sandwich.

Let’s Practice!
The transition sentence comes between the hook and the thesis statement; to create a 
transition statement, follow these steps:

1. Take the topic of the hook (whatever you focused on from your thesis).
2. Take the the main idea from your thesis.
3. Put those two ideas in one cohesive sentence together.

The transition statement goes in between the hook and the thesis statement.

Think back to your childhood; what was one of your favorite snacks? Many people 
find comfort in the snacks of their childhood, and one of the most common 
childhood snacks is the peanut butter sandwich. There are even people who 
believe there are specific ways to make their sandwiches just right.  Peanut butter 
sandwiches are made by gathering all the necessary ingredients, spreading the 
peanut butter and jelly, and putting the bread back together.

Hook Transition 

Thesis 



Let’s Practice!

Take your three prompts we’ve created a hook and thesis statement for, and create an 
introduction by joining the hook and thesis statement with a transition statement. 

1. Explain why it is important to have a good friend.

2. List the seasons of the year, and explain how they change throughout the year.

3. Explain how to make a peanut butter sandwich.

Performance Task A

Use the Introduction Graphic Organizer to create your introduction to our 
prompt:

Explain the best ways for people from other countries to adjust to living in 
the United States.

1. Develop a thesis statement
2. Develop your hook
3. Create a transition statement 


